
Capita - Webinar - Advice for Secondary School 

Collecting Estimated Grades for Exams in 2020 
 

500 people attended todays webinar. 

Ran by: John Christian/Lisa Callinan from Capita 

 What we know from exam boards 

 Managing expectations 

 What SIMS can do to help 

 

SIMS customer success covid-19 response site on my account/supportnet -  

 accountability document 

 exceptional arrangements 

 FAQ doc 

 

 

 

Exam centres to generate for each subject assessment grades and then to rank order the students 

within each of those grades. 

Students not to be told these estimates. 

 



 

 

 29th April, form or upload or online entry of this info to be decided 

 No moderations of ranking within each grade will take place 

 12th and 19th August results will be issued to schools and students the next day’s 13th and 

20th – Exams results day will be exactly the same as normal and then analysis can be done 

as normal 

 Results will not be used nationally nor will they be used to prompt Ofsted inspections 

 No appeals on the methods or decisions made by the schools 

 If students are really adamant of a wrong grading then there may be exams to take place in 

September or after for students to retake. Not clear how that will happen just yet.  

 Not releasing new basedata or software so use what we have now – making use of what we 

have now. 

 

How can SIMS help? 
Pre Requisites 

 Tools/performance/options – tick top two boxes for exams to show in sims 

 In course manager – make sure the examination panel is populated in section 3 and have a 

supervisor in section 5. 

Exams/SIMS 

 Make sure you have your marksheets ready in exams for results 

 With the above boxes ticked you can also view these marksheets in sims under 

focus\assessment\marksheet entry 

 Marksheets – Can export them to excel if you don’t allow your teachers access/edit in sims 

 Can export in bulk via the tools\performance\assessment\system utilities\marksheets menu 

route 

 Can add on extra info student columns on export if you wish 

 Better to do by department and then can be saved in a folder each for teachers to populate 

 Please remember for science dual etc. results need to be 55, 54 etc and not 5-4 or 5.4 or 5,4 

 These marksheets can be imported back into sims and this can be done in bulk again. 

Teachers cannot amend these sheets i.e. add columns etc. or they will not import. They can 

only add grades. 



 Schools will then need to make a marksheet for results with an extra column for ranking and 

complete. This can be done in Sims or outside of Sims. How schools rank is up to the 

individual schools. If completing in Sims you will need to add a new aspect via Focus | 

Assessment | Aspects | New  

Add name i.e. ‘June 2020 Ranking’ and change the type to ‘Marks-Interger’.  Add minimum 

and maximum values depending on number of students then save. 

 

 SIMS can filter two columns at a time to look at a particular grade and can do ‘and’ or ‘or’ for 

the filter formula. 

 

  

bottom right of marksheet after a filter has been applied 



 

Click the red And to change to Or formula. 

 

 

 

SIMS Training 
 

One IT SS: http://www.oneitss.org.uk/courses/  and http://www.oneitss.org.uk/sims-exams/  

 

Capita: https://bit.ly/SIMSDAILY  
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